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ABSTRACT:
With the increasing globalization, more integrated markets, growing number of Multinational Corporations
(MNCs) in India and dearth of studies in the area of internationalization and Human Resource (HRR) roles posed
a line of enquiry into this aspect as the study is intended to explore the role of HR managers with the degree of
internationalization in Indian MNCs. The roles of HR Professionals are also changing due to dramatic rate of
change in today’s organizations. It has been advocated that the role of the HR Professionals must parallel the
needs of changing organization. It has been argued that globalization leads to more strategic role for Human
Resource (HR) managers (Scullion and Starkey 2001). For measuring HR roles, most popular four roles model of
Ulrich (1997) is used in the present research. Degree of Internationalization (DOI) is measured through
Composite scale developed by (Sullivan 1994). The scales were tested for unidimensionality, reliability, response
and non response biases and all kind of concerned validities. Thereafter measurement model was developed for
the proposed relationships using Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) through the capabilities of Lisrel 8.80. The
findings corroborates with the existing literature reporting strong relationship of DOI with all the four roles
proposed by Dave Ulrich especially with strategic role.
Keywords: Internationalization, HR roles, IHRM, Degree of internationalization, Human resource strategy,
Multinational corporations

INTRODUCTION
This study introduces the concepts related to
the internationalization of Indian MNCs and HR
roles. It highlights the concept of degree of
Internationalization and further delves into the
recent changes in the roles and context of HRM
vis-à-vis internationalization of an organization.
Rationale for the study, research objectives and
research methodology is also mentioned in the
subsequent sections of the paper.
Rationale of the Study

India is now considered as one of the most
important emerging markets. India’s economy is
expanding quickly and the country is becoming
*Corresponding Author, Email: zuhaib92@gmail.com

an important destination for companies
(Budhwar, 2001). After the liberalization of
economic policies, the increased level of
competition by overseas firms has put a lot of
pressure on the human resource function in
domestic firms to prepare and develop their
employees, so that these firms are able to
compete with overseas firms in skills, efficiency
and effectiveness (Krishna and Monappa, 1994;
Venkata Ratnam, 1995; Budhwar and Sparrow,
1997; Sparrow and Budhwar, 1997).
The substantial body of literature exists in
the area of internationalization of the firm
(Bilkey & Tesar, 1977; Czinkota, 1982;
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Johanson & Vahlne, 1977) but there has been a
paucity of research in the area of Human
Resource Management (HRM) vis-a-vis
internationalization of the firm. However, there
has been considerable number of studies which
deals with other dimensions of human resource
management during internationalization process
(Adler & Ghadar, 1990; Brewster & Scullion,
1997; Harvey et al., 1999) but both theoretical
discussions and empirical researches that build
on roles of human resource (HR) managers in
the context of internationalization are scarce.
As the review of literature suggests that,
there are several studies on changing role of HR
such as Bhatnagar and Sharma (2003) argued
that in the past personnel managers were mainly
paper-pushers, who handled administrative
tasks. Scullion and Starkey (2000) also argued
that some writers (e.g. Miller, 1987; Schuler,
1984) are more concerned with the question of
what role human resource management should
play in the strategic planning process while the
reasons for the existence of corporate HR
function and the actual roles performed have
been neglected, particularly in the context of the
international firm.
Extensive literature review suggests that
there is a paucity of research on the roles of
human resource professionals in the context of
internationalization as a whole. Some of the
studies focused on mergers and acquisitions
(Ruth et al., 2004; Pawne, 2005), some on early
phases of internationalization (Welch & Welch,
1997), while others were focusing on some other
mode of entry to international market (Schuler,
2001; Shariff, 1998).
In the light of above literature, it can be
safely concluded that there has been a marked
shift in roles played by HR managers in Indian
organizations as they become increasingly
strategy driven. Thus, the present study was
driven by a desire to explore and understand the
mechanics
of
HR
roles
vis-à-vis
internationalization.
Literature Review

The globalization of business activities has
created an increased pressure to link HRM with
firm-level outcomes (Chadwick & Cappelli,
1999). The literature also highlights the
increasingly vital role of HRM in the
internationalization strategies (Brewster &

Scullion, 1997; Harvey et al., 1999; Huselid,
Jackson & Schuler, 1997; Scullion, 1999;
Scullion & Starkey, 2000; Wright & Snell,
1998). Although, the growing interest in
international HRM, redirects the growing
recognition that the effective management of
human resources internationally is a major
determinant of success or failure in international
business
(Azmi,
2008).
As
far
as
internationalization of the firm is concerned HR
managers has an important role to play, many
researchers explored the role of HR in this
context (e.g. Scullion & Starkey, 2001; Welch &
Welch, 1997). This research, therefore try to
establish a link between Degree of
Internationalization and HR roles empirically.
Degree of Internationalization

Internationalization refers to a state of
growth and expansion in the global domain. The
growth of a firm provides the background to
internationalization (Buckley & Ghauri, 1993).
Internationalization is gaining importance and
has now become an important strategic issue for
many companies. The decline in trade barriers
and developments in new technology have been
the two major drivers towards greater
globalization. The decline in trade barriers
enable companies to view the world as their
market, rather than just looking at their domestic
market (Borsheim & Solberg, 2004). Lu (2000)
stated that internationalization of firms is
expected to gain further momentum because the
world economy is becoming increasingly
integrated
with
continued
decline
in
government-imposed barriers and advances in
technology. The investigation into factors that
influence the choice regarding strategy and
performance during internationalization is
important to both researchers and business
professionals (Solberg et al., 2002).
Internationalization process is normally
categorized into two approaches viz. traditional
approach or stages model and born global or
new approach to internationalization (Crick,
2009). Traditional internationalization process
theory builds upon the “incremental process of a
firm’s experiential learning in foreign markets”
(Johanson & Vahlne, 1977; 1990). Despite its
intuitive elegance and enduring prominence in
the international business literature, this
knowledge-based process theory or so called
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Uppsalaa Model has beeen challengedd theoretically
as well as empirically
y (Mellahi, 2005).
Thee present era of
o globalizatio
on, integrated
with faast technological changes globally,
g
has
given birth
b
to a new concept
c
of bornn global firms
in the internationaliz
i
ation literaturee. A body of
literaturre exists concerning firms that
internattionalized soon
n after the staart-up phase;
these have
h
largely been found to exist in
technology-oriented industries altthough such
behavio
or has been fo
ound in other industries
i
too
(Knightt, 2000; Knighht & Cavusgil, 2004; Moen
& Serv
vais, 2002; Ov
viatt & McDougall, 1994).
Born-gllobal firms have
h
started international
operatio
ons soon aft
fter their incception, thus
circumv
venting the traaditional increemental route
to intern
nationalizationn.
In the
t
process of
o reviewing literature,
l
the
study
reviews
existing
e
liteerature
on
and
arggues
that
internattionalization
internattionalization can
c
be measuured through
degree of Internatioonalization an
nd no single
agreed theory existss to fully exxplain firms’
internattionalization. Some
S
other ressearchers also
agree on
o this observaation (e.g. Belll et al., 2004;
Crick and
a
Jones, 20
000; Covielloo and Jones,
2004). Therefore in grounding
g
this study in the
contextt of earlier work,
w
it is important
i
to
recogniize the importaance of Suviliaans composite
scale
for
meeasuring
D
Degree
of
Internattionalization (D
DOI).

HR Roles viis-a-vis Internaationalization

In the past
p decade, disscussion conceerning the
role of the HR function aand of HR mannagers has
been veryy active. Maany researcheers have
explored thhe changing rroles of HR managers
(Bhatnagarr & Sharma, 2005; Blancerro et al.,
1996; Conn
ner and Ulrichh, 1996; Caldw
well, 2003;
Dyer, 1999
9; Schuler, 19990; Storey, 19992). Some
of them addvocated that w
with this transsition HR
function is
i also transsforming, wrriting on
“transitionss” in human resource man
nagement
(HRM) duuring the closing decades off the last
century Sp
parrow and Hilltrop (1994, pp.
p 25-26)
pointed seeveral key deevelopments, but
b most
especially a detectable shhift from tradittional and
specialist areas of HRM
M towards a broader
i
on
concern wiith the strategiic nature and impact
the HR rolee.
In the present
p
study HR
H roles are examined
in the context of internattionalization off the firm
and for thaat purpose the rrole model prooposed by
Dave Ulriich (1997) has
h
been used. This
framework has been useed in many researches
r
(e.g. Calddwell, 2003; Chang & Chhi, 2007;
Friedman 2007)
2
and has a great relevan
nce in the
HRM literrature. The tyypology developed by
Ulrich (19997) also uses ttwo dimensionns (people
versus proccess and strateegic versus opperational)
in order to
t highlight thhe following roles by
which the HR
H managers can contributee to added
value (figurre 1):

Figure 1: HR Roles Frramework by Davve Ulrich
Source: Ulrich, D. (19977). “Human Resou
urce Champions””. Harvard Busin
ness School
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(1) Administrative Expert: In this role the HR
professional designs and delivers efficient HR
processes for staffing, training, appraising,
rewarding, promoting, and otherwise managing
the flow of employees through the organization.
The deliverable from this role is administrative
efficiency.
(2) Employee Champion: The employee
contribution role for HR professionals
encompasses their involvement in the day-to-day
problems, concerns and needs of employees. The
deliverables aimed at are increased employee
commitment and competence.
(3) Change Agent: This role focuses on
managing transformation and change. The
deliverable is aimed at developing a capacity for
change. HR managers help employees to let go
of old and adapt to a new culture.
(4) Strategic Partner: The strategic HR role
focuses on aligning HR strategies and practices
with business strategy. The deliverable is
strategy execution. HR practices help accomplish
business objectives.
The study also includes contributions from
HRM literature for conceptualization of HR
roles. The study uses model of Ulrich as it
appear as a popular model and empirical
research built on this model is scarce especially
in Indian context.

Previously, many researchers have use HR roles
as dependent variables in their researches (Antila
2007; Bjorkman et al., 2009; Scullion & Starkey,
2000). Hypothesis for each role were framed in
the light of the above relationships:
HSP1: Degree of Internationalization (DOI)
has a direct positive relationship with Strategic
partner (SP) role.
HAE1: Degree of Internationalization
(DOI) has a direct positive relationship
with Administrative Expert (AE) role.
HEC1: Degree of Internationalization
(DOI) has a direct positive relationship with
Employee Champion (EC) role.
HCA1: Degree of Internationalization
(DOI) has a direct positive relationship with
Change Agent (CA) role.

RESEARCH METHOD
The empirical basis of this study consists of
quantitative questionnaire data collected through
face-to-face interviews and for independent
variable (i.e. DOI) various secondary sources
were also reviewed. The data was collected in
2016 from a sample of 11 0 Indian MNCs. All
data
was
collected
from
human
resource/personnel managers.
Procedure and Sample

Objectives of the Study

The primary objective of the study is to
empirically examine the role of HR managers
vis-a-vis the internationalization process of
business organizations.
The above objective can be broken down into
the following sub-objectives:
I: Developing measures for measuring
Degree of Internationalization (DOI) & Human
resource roles (HRR)
II:
Empirically
establishing
the
unidimensionality, reliability and validity of the
above measures.
III: Examining the relationship between
Degree of Internationalization and HR roles.
Hypotheses Development

The research hypotheses were framed in light
of the research objectives. Degree of
Internationalization (DOI) has been taken as an
independent and initial variable in the model
which is hypothesized to influence HR Roles.

We chose India as an empirical context to
test the proposed model as from the past two
decades; the HR departments in Indian firms
have experienced radical changes due to
liberalization. In the early stages of economic
development in the 1970s, the HR departments
in most Indian firms were largely conceived to
be administrative offices that mechanically
implemented institutionalized systems of
seniority-based HRM.
However, since the 1990s and with the
emergence of intensified global competition,
Indian firms have been forced to explore new
roles for their HR departments. On the one hand,
the HR departments started taking initiatives as
employee champions to drive harmonious
workplace
climates,
enhance
employee
commitments, and generate firm-specific
organizational culture. On the other hand, the
HR departments were expected to attend to the
needs of top management and assume the role of
strategic partners. Some organizations took a
140
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step further and assigned change management as
an explicit role of the HR department. The
resulting significant variation in the role of the
HR department and its relationship with degree
of Internationalization of the company make the
Indian contextual setting well suited for this
study.
The survey was conducted in 2016 as part of
a Post doctoral research on HR roles in Indian
firms. The sample was drawn from Business
Standard that contains information on more than
1000 firms, including major companies in India.
To enhance the representativeness of the sample,
Indian firms that have some international
operations were included in the study. Finally,
900 firms were selected to participate in the
study. To avoid the problems of common
method bias, two separate questionnaires, one
for independent variables and the other for
dependent variables, were sent to all the firms.
Most of the respondents were senior HR
executives because they are purportedly the most
knowledgeable people for this information.
Measures

Respondents were also asked to mention
their designation, experience in terms of years in
the present position and total experience in the
organization. The instrument utilized a 5-point
Likert scale anchored with end points labeled as
strongly agree (5) and strongly disagree (1). Five
point Likert scale has been commonly used and
believed to be appropriate in HR research (e.g.
Ahmad & Schroeder, 2003; Coggburn, 2005;
Khandekar & Sharma, 2005; Khilji & Wang,
2007; Gomez, 1988).
Researchers should design questionnaire
items that capture the specific substantive focus
of the HR component being assessed (Arthur &
Boyles, 2007). Hence, efforts were made to keep
the items as simple, specific and objective as
possible.

b) Foreign assets as a percentage of total
assets (FATS)
c) Overseas subsidiaries as a percentage of
total subsidiaries (OSTS)
d) Psychic
dispersion
of
overseas
operations (PDIO)
e) Top
management
International
experience (TMIE)
The DOI score for each MNC is a sum of
each individual measure, where the range of
values is 0.0 for no international involvement to
5.0 for extensive involvement, FSTS and FATA
are represented by 3yr averages (2014, 2015 and
2016) and were obtained from company’s annual
reports and further converted to 5 point scale.
Frequencies and distribution of MNCs necessary
to calculate OSTS and PDIO also came from
company’s annual reports. For TMIE the data is
collected through questionnaire by asking HR
managers about their International experience.
HR Roles (HRR)

To measure HR roles Ulrich (1997) four
roles framework is adapted and trimmed
according to the context of this study. Each HR
role is measured by five statements
This was measured using the adapted version
of the Scale developed by Ulrich (1997) to
measure HR roles. A total of 20 items (five
items for each role) were used to assess HR
roles. (e.g. “HR managers help the organization
accomplish strategic goals), to measure Strategic
Role. For Administrative Expert role (e.g. “HR
managers spend considerable time on
administrative issues) for Employee champion
role (eg. “HR managers spend considerable time
addressing
employee
needs
vis-à-vis
internationalization) and for Change Agent Role
(eg. HR managers spend considerable time on
promoting
behaviors
that
support
internationalization). All items were answered
on a five-point scale ranging from 1 (strongly
disagree) to 5 (strongly agree).

Degree of Internationalization (DOI)

Sullivan’s (1994) composite scale has been
used to measure degree of internationalization
(DOI). The DOI index incorporates 5 objective
ratio measures of overseas involvement. They
are
a) Foreign sales as a percentage of total
sales (FSTS)

Conceptual Model

A research model may have both
independent
and
dependent
variables.
Endogenous constructs have antecedents
specified within the model, whereas the causes
of exogenous constructs are outside the model
and not of interest (Anderson and Gerbing,
1991).
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Fig
gure 2: Conceptua
al model relationsships between IO
O, THRD and HR Roles

Thee model specifiication of the study
s
may be
given as:
SP = ƒ {DOI}
AE = ƒ {DOI}
EC = ƒ {DOI}
CA = ƒ {DOI}
Where
SP=
=
Strateg
gic
Partneer
Role
(Endogenous/Depend
dent variable).
AE=
=
Adminisstrative
Exp
pert
Role
(Endogenous/Depend
dent variable).
EC=
=
Employeee
Champpion
Role
(Endogenous/Depend
dent variable).
CA=
=
Chang
ge
Agennt
Role
(Endogenous/Depend
dent variable).
DOII= Degree of Internaationalization
(Exogennous/Independ
dent variable).
Wheen structural models arre specified,
observeed measures off exogenous co
onstructs and
endogennous construucts are sim
multaneously
estimateed with the strructural model to ascertain
if any relationship
r
exxists (Joreskogg & Sorbom,
1993). The
T model is given
g
in figure 2.
Analysis Plan

Dataa analysis beg
gins with an illustration of
the proofile of the reespondents andd responding
organizzations. Thereafter, Structurral Equation
Modelliing (SEM) waas deployed ussing LISREL
8.80. SEM entails tw
wo interrelated steps: first,
mation of the measurement model,
m
which
the estim
refers to
t the relation
nships betweeen latent and
observeed variables, secondly
s
the estimation
e
of

the structtural model, specifying linkages
between diifferent latent variables (Anderson &
Gerbing, 19988; Bollen, 19989).
Measurrement
moddel
estimattes
the
unidimensiionality, reliabbility and vaalidity of
each consttruct while struuctural model involves
estimating the relation between ind
dependent
(exogenouss) and deppendent (enddogenous)
variables. The testing oof the structurral model
may be meeaningless unleess it is first esstablished
that the meeasurement moodel holds. If thhe chosen
indicators for a construcct do not meaasure that
t specified theory
t
cannot be tested
construct, the
(Anderson & Gerbing, 19991).
The meeasurement moodel for each construct
was assesssed before asssessing the structural
model. Forr estimating thhe measuremennt model,
Confirmatoory Factor Analysis (CFA) was used
(Shown in figure 3). Thhe scales weree assessed
for unidimeensionality, vallidity and reliaability.
GFI off more than 0.90 or even 0..8 for the
evidencce
for
model
suggests
thhat
unidimensiionality exists (Joreskog & Sorbom,
2002). Apaart from GFI, thhe fit for the model
m
can
be determinned based on tthe following fit
f indices
viz AGFI, CFI, NFI annd NNFI, all of which
should ideaally be greaterr than 0.9 (Joreskog &
Sorbom, 2002).
2
Value of less than 0.08 for
RMSEA orr even less thaan 0.1 is accepptable (Hu
& Bentler, 1999; Schumaacher & Lomaax, 2004).
The chi sqquare/ degree oof freedom ratio of less
than 3 has been
b
advocated as an acceptable level
of fit (Carrmines & McIIver, 1981). The
T factor
loadings sh
hould be statisstically significcant. Item
loading reetention ruless indicate thhat item
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loadinggs should be more
m
than 0.3 (Hill
(
& Petty,
1995; Tinsley
T
& Tinslley, 1987) andd at least three
items should
s
load on
n each factor (Bawa,
(
2004;
Tansey et al., 2001).
RESUL
LTS
Mosst of the respondents aree very well
experienced and were
w
workinng at Top

Managemeent Positions as it is belieeved that
experiencedd and seniorr managers are
a
good
informants and their inferrences are quitee reliable.
The respo
onding organiizations are big size
corporationns as it is believed thhat large
organizatioons tends to haave well organnized HR
departmentts and most of them were publically
p
owned and belongs to a seervice sector (ttable 1).

Figure 3:: Showing CFA foor all the research
h constructs

Table 1: Profile of respondentts and responding
g organizations
Demograp
phics

P
Particulars

Percentage (%)

Respondents Profile
Total Expeerience

Moree than 20 years

69.3 percent

Positioon

Sennior Managers

100 percent

Responding Organizations
Ownership

Public

52 percent

Sector

Service

51 percent

No. of Emp
ployees

Morre than 10,000

90 percent
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DISCU
USSION
Thee study conttributes to thhe literature
pertainiing to HR rolees and tries too explore the
role of HR managers during internaationalization
processs of Indian MN
NCs. There weere numerous
studies advocating change
c
in the role of HR
manageers due to globalization
g
(
(Brewster
&
Scullionn, 1997; Harv
vey et al., 19
999; Huselid,
Jackson
n & Schulerr, 1997; Scuullion, 1999;
Scullionn & Starkey, 2000; Wrighht and Snell,
1998).
Som
me of the authors strongly aggree that HR
manageer’s role chaange significaantly as the
internattionalization grrows on the fiirm. Intensity
of inteernationalizatio
on is measuured through
compossite
scale
on
D
Degree
of
Internattionalization annd four HR rooles proposed
by Ulrrich was usedd as dependeent variables
followinng the footsteeps of other reesearchers in
the areea (Guzman, 2011;
2
Chang & Chi2007;
Bhatnaggar & Sharma,, 2003; Lemmeergard, 2008;
Buyenss, 2001; Bjorkm
man et al.,20066).
Thee model shows (figure 4) that all four roles
are inflluenced by deggree of Internaationalization
(DOI), all the path values are positive and
significcant. The pathh values impliies that DOI
strongly
y affects channge agent role, which is
evidentt
from
thhe
fact
thhat
during
internattionalization organizations
o
a changing
are
continuuously, Hence HR managerss has to play
Changee Agent rolee proactivelyy. Employee
champion role is alsoo strongly affeccted by DOI,
the reasson behind thiis may be derived from the

fact that during intternationalizatiion HR
managers are
a busy in adddressing employyee needs
to minimizze cultural diffferences. Even Strategic
Partner rolle is also afffected by DO
OI as the
researcherss in the area advocated for strategic
role of HR
R in Indian MN
NCs. Therefore it can be
concluded that
t all four roles are stronglyy affected
by Degree of Internationnalization (DOI) and all
hypothesess stand acceptedd.
SION
CONCLUS
All thhe scales aree found to be unidimensionaal the lowest standard loadding was
0.44, suggeesting that all tthe items are measuring
m
their respeective construucts. DOI Sccale was
excluded from
fr
confirmattory factor Annalysis as
this was ann adapted and pre tested scalle used in
many studdies (Downes, Thomas & McLarney
M
2000) andd was comprrised from thhe items
collected thhrough seconddary sources. Therefore
T
this scalee needs nott to be tested for
unidimensiionality.
The moodel shows goood fit with thee data and
all the relaationships are ppositive and significant
s
as the low
west path coeffficient for the model is
0.72 and th
he highest is 0.99.
0
The modeel implies
that degreee of internnationalizationn has a
significant and direct rellationship withh all four
HR roles. However,
H
it waas found that sttrength of
relationshipp of degree of Internationnalization
(DOI) withh Change Agennt Role is relatiively high
and with Strategic Partneer Role is relattively low
i figure 4).
(as shown in

Figu
ure 4: Structural model showing relationships
r
betw
ween DOI and HR
R roles
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